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the typewriter at work yields its ink for this one
automatic poem, and i’ll chuck in some leaves and
pineapples and other colorful stu(, to give to the man
with the one big bowl. this poem is done in oriental rugs
and oriental drugs, such as the kind makers used to mother.
its opposable thumb is hitching a ride across the bay
because the subway is full of smoke. i’ve been listening
to keith richards all day and reading philip lamantia and
just generally sitting around with the battery idle, waiting
for that almost midnight freedom. he’s out there partying now
and i’m almost there with him, if i can )nd the cross-street.
being a poet in san francisco is much like this, even though
i live in oakland.
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MY  B L AC K  D I A R Y

is dedicated to someone i hate. begins with an invocation, called l’en-
voi in the renaissance, an address to the reader separate from the
main text. the shade coca-cola red is borrowed from messy marv. it
turns into an allusion to alice in wonderland, the tenniel drawings of
frog footmen. remedios varo paintings crossed with at least one sec-
tion written a*er watching bu!alo ’"". a response to a poem secretly
alluding to me, the last verse a line from sea-eclogues by william 
diaper. a column of bitterness and silence around the time of +/,,,
one-word lines like robert lax though not intentionally and nothing
like him really. a post–+/,, attack on the way poets talked about 
politics, then a reckoning of a time when the legends who still walked
the earth began to disappear into death: realignment of the cosmos.
there follows an old hollywood anecdote almost exactly as told to me.
a surrealist meditation on american history incorporating a phrase
from my then-psychiatrist. a pot poem inspired by a restaurant ex-
perience with andrew joron, incorporating notes from an edition of
edward young’s night thoughts and alluding to the contents of a late-
,-..s oakland tribune. it continues with a song inspired by a chinese
painting and tales of the ghost house in san francisco. a barthesian
fantasia on america’s resistance to the dollar coin. a collage of the
most frequently used nouns in touch of the marvelous. three poems
for someone i used to know. impressions of beijing and xi’an. what i
wrote on +/,,. an essay on ambrose bierce. an expression limited to
the number of double-o words i could )nd. four sets of liner notes,
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one unused. a parody of the memoir craze. a congressional address.
an elegy for a musician including a line from renoir’s the river. an el-
egy for an apartment. an elegy for a poet. an elegy for a relative. an
elegy for my best friend. an elegy for myself. it ends in /.0 one-word
lines composed entirely in four-letter words. its bright covers might
mislead you.
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G A R R E T T  C A P L E S  R I D E S  AG A I N

my concealed carry personality
has deformed my trouser content

to the extent my permit permits
i’m shooting o( o*en in public

i’m a blow dart in a wind tunnel
aimed in the wrong direction

a boycotted russian vodka distiller
an assdial away from arrest

i’m that bad molly going around
on the business end of fucking up

that’s me in the glass inner o1ce
telling beads on the heads of my foes

is it genderqueer to be a femme
& such an aggressive asshole

same bat time, same bat channel
but the cosplay’s a satin hassle
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you’d think my years in a boyband
would inure me to humiliation

but this bratwurst from the king
is the only thing keeping me

was i going to say alive? was i
going to stay in & get things done

or stand in line for a cronut
at my age in this tax bracket

they said bananas could get you high
they said lyric poems had to die

they said lickon tattoos were lsd
& toiletseats could give you stds

the reek of the schoolyard cistern
haunts today’s items of piety

just as readily but to me the poetry
only grows under such conditions

as to hold the candle up to the album
to illuminate the grooves. every time
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the bucks go clattering i go numbering
their hooves in this inexplicable ritual

of anthropologizing up over this
2.. year old carpet of cigarettes

i’m ready for my autotune, dr. luke
i’m ready to head to toluca lake

to watch the ghosts of 3appers
3oat over the lawn of the hope estate

while it’s still for sale. where once
i was cuckoo for cocoapu(s

i’m afraid i’ve gone apeshit
for grapenuts today. i’ve only got

so many colons to lasso
your heart away
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